【Go To Travel Campaign Hotel】

Hilton Okinawa Sesoko Resort

※Important notice※ This plan is for residents in Okinawa and the part of
the Go To Travel Campaign.
★Advantages★
①Gym, Outdoor pool,
Parking lot free of
charge!
②Changing breakfast to
lunch available!

【Basic Information】Address：5750 Sesoko, Motobu, Kunigami district, Okinawa
Check in 15：00／Check out 11：00
【The room】Guest room Ocean View 36㎡
【Included in the price】Room fee·Service·Tax·Breakfast
＜Price table＞Per person Upper text：Real price（A-B）／Between brackets text：A is original price. B is the subsidy.
2 persons in 1 room
3 persons in 1 room
4 persons in 1 room Chlidren（6-11 years old）
Period J
Period H
Period G
Period F

￥8,938

￥7,508

￥6,078

￥5,256

（￥13,750/￥4,812）

（￥11,550/￥4,042）

（￥9,350/￥3,272）

（￥8,085/￥2,829）

￥10,725

￥9,295

￥7,865

￥6,507

（￥16,500/￥5,775）

（￥14,300/￥5,005）

（￥12,100/￥4,235）

（￥10,010/￥3,503）

￥11,440

￥10,010

￥8,580

￥7,007

（￥17,600/￥6,160）

（￥15,400/￥5,390）

（￥13,200/￥4,620）

（￥10,780/￥3,773）

￥13,228

￥10,725

￥9,295

￥7,508

（￥20,350/￥7,122）

（￥16,500/￥5,775）

（￥14,300/￥5,005）

（￥11,550/￥4,042）

※The price for children applies when there are at least 2 adults. (1 adult and 2 children⇒The price is 2 adults and 1 child.)
※Children under 5 years old are free of charge with using same bed at the room and same seat at the restaurant.
※The 4 persons rooms are all located on the 6th floor and higher. They have two double beds.

< Price Calendar>
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★☆Please read next page☆★
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★To the customers using Go To Travel Campaign★
※Please check before reserving. Reserving the campaign is regarded as agreeing those contents stated below.
Please understand it kindly.

1.This offer is part of the Go To travel campaign and currently is only available for Okinawa residents.
2. The customer will pay the already discounted amount.
The “Go To Travel” Campaign aims to subsidize up to 50% of travel expenses, including accommodation and
transport fees. The Japanese government will provide a discount of 35% of the cost of the trip, and the remaining
15 % will be covered by regional coupons. The coupons can be used at local travel destinations for shopping, food,
and activities. At the moment coupons are still not available so we can only offer the 35% discount.
※At the moment the issue date of the coupons has not been set yet.
3.Regarding the subsidy: The Go To Travel Campaign subsidy is issued by the government.
The customer will pay to our company the already discounted amount of the tour or package (65% of the total
amount) and, later on, our company will receive the discounted amount from the government (35% of the total
price of the tour). No further actions are required from the customer in order to receive the discount.
By making a reservation the customer agrees to these terms from the GoTo Travel Executive Office as well as
Cerulean Blue.
4. At the day of trip, We will check the documents about the address(My number card, Driver`s license, Passport,
etc.) of everyone.
If you want to check the detail documents, Please check those at a separate sheet, Page 3 from 'The contents of
compliances' stated below.
＜The contents of compliances for Go To Travel Campaign＞
https://www.cerulean-blue.co.jp/blog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2020/08/200822_gotojyunsyu.pdf
【About the cancellation】
If for any reason, the customer cancels his or her reservations, he or she will have to pay the following cancellation
fees. Furthermore, please keep in mind that any bank transfer fees will be the customer's responsibility.
Cancellation fee corresponds to the original price without subsidy. Please understand it kindly.
Cancellation 8-10 days before reservation date・・・20% of the original price
Cancellation 2-7 days before the reservation date until 16:00・・・30% of the original price
Day before the reservation date until 16:00・・・50% of the original price
On the reservation date・・・100% of the original price
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＜Cerulean Blue Okinawa＞
Please telephone or send email to reserve or ask about details.

TEL：098-941-6828／Email：info@cerulean-blue.co.jp
（Business time：9：00～18：00）Travel business（Okinawa provincial governor registered no. 2-274）
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